URDENG THE FORCES” (From Reading 254-25, Report 12)

By Hugh Lynn Cayce with Judith Stevens

When our Work Readings group came upon a reference to “The Forces,” many of us thought this might refer to angelic beings. Archivist Jessica Newell produced a document, written by Hugh Lynn at the request of Gladys Davis Turner, that gave us much food for thought.

Hugh Lynn began: “As I understand ‘THE FORCES,’ . . . we have to go back to the beginning, really. The original plan, the original purpose in the mind and heart of God for the creation of the soul . . . was set forth in the creation, in the original plan. [It was] indicated in one place in the readings [as] ‘stamped on every soul,’ and that the image of the Christ Consciousness, which was given by God and only needs to be awakened by our wills, in application, The will was given to Man as part of God’s original creation: The Divine Mind, the Divine Spirit, and the Divine Will, which are involved with and ensnared in hardened thought forms. We got stuck in the tar barrel and were trapped there by what we created. We won’t turn loose of it and we can’t pull it out . . . . The thought forms we became involved with and ensnared in hardened and they trapped a part of the soul energy in the earth. I think we can find readings that indicate this ‘trapping’ took place—that part of the soul was caught in different planes of consciousness by creating thought forms. (The readings clearly define ‘thought patterns’ as ‘being’ LIKE what God had created.) Hugh Lynn saw what God created, and with their creative minds, created a form LIKE that, as [they] created the thought forms, they became involved in them.

“As a simile, we might say that humans reached into a tar barrel, which is a kind of cold tar that is hard to move and hard to control. Humans tried to shape an image of God to be themselves in different planes of consciousness by creating thought forms. (The readings clearly define ‘thought patterns’ as ‘being’ LIKE what God had created.) Hugh Lynn saw what God created, and with their creative minds, created a form LIKE that, as [they] created the thought forms, they became involved in them.

“When we go to the heart of the universe forces surrounding the Throne of Grace, Beauty, and Might, we throw about what God created, and with their creative minds, created a form LIKE that, as [they] created the thought forms, they became involved in them.
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The Edgar Cayce readings emphasize the importance that those who are seeking help and healing participate actively in the prayer effort—praying for themselves and others on the list. This creates a cooperative, unified prayer effort. In the giving comes receiving.

**September 2022 Affirmation**

“Our Father, our God . . . let that life in me be perfect in Thee . . . ”

Edgar Cayce reading 281-35

The Edgar Cayce readings emphasize the importance that those who are seeking help and healing participate actively in the prayer effort—praying for themselves and others on the list. This creates a cooperative, unified prayer effort. In the giving comes receiving.
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Cont. from page 2

"These thought forms that have gradually hardened have become what we know as bodies, as energy patterns, in the three-dimensional expression. Then, through the bodies, our human mind, the soul's mind, begins to create thought forms at the flesh level where the body becomes an energy pattern and a thought form. On other levels of consciousness, we built a finer physical body [that is a body that interpenetrates the flesh and moves much faster than the flesh body]. That thought form is the one we use when we die. That is the DOPPELGANGER forms that we see in the out-of-body experiences. It, too, is a thought form and relates to materiality. The readings say we're free of the flesh when we move in that body but we're not free of matter. It is a matter made up of finer, faster moving, material thought processes. It is a finer thought body.

"These readings are 'the forces' that are spoken of in the readings; these thought forms are combined with the original forces and pattern of God's purpose for the souls in the earth—in creation, not only in this earth but in all creation. [italics mine] So when we build patterns that are opposed to God's will, we create negative forces, rebellious forces. And we become attuned to these rebellious forces. However, the readings reiterate over and over again that we also can [choose to] build cooperative forces in patience, love, and long-suffering, and THESE forces become good.

"As groups of people, groups of souls, come into the earth in cycles, they develop agreement in trying to move the constructive forces and to return to the same consciousness that God had for man: the Christ Consciousness, in a broad universal sense. So, in one incarnation they developed a plan, a pattern to express love and service, and they began to carry on a work that is in accord with God's love. Those thought forms become FORCES. Those patterns of thought, those purposes, become FORCES in the earth. We humans can draw on what we have done together with such groups. [italics mine]"

[To be continued in the October prayer newsletter]
planes. Every plane had thought forms on it that had been created. Cayce described these thought forms as he went out looking for experiences, see empty 'shells' of these thought forms on other planes of consciousness. Some call this the astral, but that is a limiting concept. On other levels of consciousness, we built a finer physical body where the body becomes an energy pattern and a thought form. So it is a finer thought body. [italics mine] These thought forms are 'the forces' that are spoken of in the readings; these thought forms combined with the original forces and pattern of God's purpose for the souls in the earth—in creation, not only in this earth but in all creation. These forces and relate to matter. The readings say we're free of the flesh when we die. That is the DOPPELGANGER forms that we use when we die. These thought forms are the ones we choose to build cooperative forces in patience, love, and long-suffering, and THESE forces become good. As groups of people, groups of souls, come into the earth in cycles, they develop agreement in trying to move the constructive forces in the earth. We humans can draw on what we have done together with such groups.

September 2022 Affirmation
"Our Father, our God... let that life in me be perfect in Thee..."
Edward Cayce reading 281-35

The Edward Cayce readings emphasize the importance of those who are seeking help and healing through prayer activity, particularly in the prayer effort—praying for themselves and others on the list. This creates a cooperative, unified prayer effort. In the giving comes receiving.
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Dear Prayer Healing Friends,

Members of the original Glad Helpers Prayer Group were given what Mr. Cayce called a “Prayer of Protection” to use when praying for others. One version of this prayer is used each day in our noontime staff meditation, as well as in each weekly Glad Helpers meeting:

“As we open our hearts to the unseen forces surrounding the Throne of Grace, Beauty, and Might, we throw about ourselves in different planes of consciousness—of beings that indicate that this ‘trapping’ took place—that part of the human soul, as it was created.

We got stuck in the tar barrel and were trying to make an image of the Christ. [Humans] learned by our wills, however we got caught. It was given by God and only needs to be awakened by our wills, in application. The will was given to Man as part of God’s original purpose in the mind and heart of God for the creation of the soul. . . . was set forth in the creation, in the original plan. [It was] indicated in one place in the readings [as] ‘stamped on every soul,’ [and] is the image of the Christ Consciousness, which was given by God and only needs to be awakened by our wills, in application. The will was given to Man as part of God’s original creation: The Divine Mind, the Divine Spirit, and the Divine Will, [and] is a part of God that makes up the soul as it was created.

In 1925, when the Cayce family was preparing to move to Virginia Beach, a reading given on the “Work” indicated that “the Forces” would help provide locations for both hospital and the Cayce home.

“Humankind has two parts of this consciousness, one is the human soul, and the other is the human spirit. It is the human spirit that is to be awakened. . . .”

Hugh Lynn Cayce began: “As I understand ‘THE FORCES,’ . . . . we have to go back to the beginning, really. The original plan, the original purpose in the mind and heart of God for the creation of the soul. . . . was set forth in the creation, in the original plan. [It was] indicated in one place in the readings [as] ‘stamped on every soul,’ [and] is the image of the Christ Consciousness, which was given by God and only needs to be awakened by our wills, in application. The will was given to Man as part of God’s original creation: The Divine Mind, the Divine Spirit, and the Divine Will, [and] is a part of God that makes up the soul as it was created.

‘Now [we] have the forces that relate to God’s purpose for man in creation. . . . As [humans] souls began to express them- selves in different planes of consciousness by creating thought forms. (The readings clearly define ‘thought patterns’ as ‘being’ LIKE what God had created.) [Hugh Lynn Cayce] saw what God created, and with their creative minds, created a form LIKE that, [and] as they created the thought forms, they became involved in them. A similar experience, we might say that humans reached into a barb, which is a kind of cold tar that is hard to move and hard to control. Humans tried to shape an image with their hands, however we got caught. We got stuck in the tar barrel and were trapped there by what we created. We won’t turn loose of it and we can’t pull it out . . . . The thought forms we became involved with and ensnared in hardened and they trapped a part of the soul energy in the earth. I think we can find readings that indicate that this ‘trapping’ took place—that part of the soul was caught in what it created as matter.
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UNDERSTANDING “THE FORCES” (From Reading 254-25, Report 12) By Hugh Lynn Cayce with Judith Stevens

When our Work Readings group came upon a reference to “The Forces,” many of us thought this might refer to angelic beings. Archivist Jessica Newell produced a document, written by Hugh Lynn at the request of Gladys Davis Turner, that gave us much food for thought.

Hugh Lynn began: “As I understand ‘THE FORCES,’ . . . . we have to go back to the beginning, really. The original plan, the original purpose in the mind and heart of God for the creation of the soul was set forth in the creation, in the original plan. [It was] indicated in one place in the readings [as] ‘stamped on every soul,’ [and] is the image of the Christ Consciousness, which was given by God and only needs to be awakened by our wills, in application. The will was given to Man as part of God’s original creation: The Divine Mind, the Divine Spirit, and the Divine Will, [and] is a part of God that makes up the soul as it was created.

‘Now [we] have the forces that relate to God’s purpose for man in creation. . . . As [humans] souls began to express them- selves in different planes of consciousness by creating thought forms. (The readings clearly define ‘thought patterns’ as ‘being’ LIKE what God had created.) [Hugh Lynn Cayce] saw what God created, and with their creative minds, created a form LIKE that, [and] as they created the thought forms, they became involved in them. A similar experience, we might say that humans reached into a barb, which is a kind of cold tar that is hard to move and hard to control. Humans tried to shape an image with their hands, however we got caught. We got stuck in the tar barrel and were trapped there by what we created. We won’t turn loose of it and we can’t pull it out . . . . The thought forms we became involved with and ensnared in hardened and they trapped a part of the soul energy in the earth. I think we can find readings that indicate that this ‘trapping’ took place—that part of the soul was caught in what it created as matter.
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When we Work Readings group came upon a reference to “The Forces,” many of us thought this might refer to angelic beings. Archivist Jessica Newell produced a document, written by Hugh Lynn at the request of Gladys Davis Turner, that gave us much food for thought.

Hugh Lynn began: “As I understand ‘THE FORCES,’ . . . . we have to go back to the beginning, really. The original plan, the original purpose in the mind and heart of God for the creation of the soul was set forth in the creation, in the original plan. [It was] indicated in one place in the readings [as] ‘stamped on every soul,’ [and] is the image of the Christ Consciousness, which was given by God and only needs to be awakened by our wills, in application. The will was given to Man as part of God’s original creation: The Divine Mind, the Divine Spirit, and the Divine Will, [and] is a part of God that makes up the soul as it was created.

‘Now [we] have the forces that relate to God’s purpose for man in creation. . . . As [humans] souls began to express them- selves in different planes of consciousness by creating thought forms. (The readings clearly define ‘thought patterns’ as ‘being’ LIKE what God had created.) [Hugh Lynn Cayce] saw what God created, and with their creative minds, created a form LIKE that, [and] as they created the thought forms, they became involved in them. A similar experience, we might say that humans reached into a barb, which is a kind of cold tar that is hard to move and hard to control. Humans tried to shape an image with their hands, however we got caught. We got stuck in the tar barrel and were trapped there by what we created. We won’t turn loose of it and we can’t pull it out . . . . The thought forms we became involved with and ensnared in hardened and they trapped a part of the soul energy in the earth. I think we can find readings that indicate that this ‘trapping’ took place—that part of the soul was caught in what it created as matter.
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‘Now [we] have the forces that relate to God’s purpose for man in creation. . . . As [humans] souls began to express them- selves in different planes of consciousness by creating thought forms. (The readings clearly define ‘thought patterns’ as ‘being’ LIKE what God had created.) [Hugh Lynn Cayce] saw what God created, and with their creative minds, created a form LIKE that, [and] as they created the thought forms, they became involved in them. A similar experience, we might say that humans reached into a barb, which is a kind of cold tar that is hard to move and hard to control. Humans tried to shape an image with their hands, however we got caught. We got stuck in the tar barrel and were trapped there by what we created. We won’t turn loose of it and we can’t pull it out . . . . The thought forms we became involved with and ensnared in hardened and they trapped a part of the soul energy in the earth. I think we can find readings that indicate that this ‘trapping’ took place—that part of the soul was caught in what it created as matter.

When our Work Readings group came upon a reference to “The Forces,” many of us thought this might refer to angelic beings. Archivist Jessica Newell produced a document, written by Hugh Lynn at the request of Gladys Davis Turner, that gave us much food for thought.

Hugh Lynn began: “As I understand ‘THE FORCES,’ . . . . we have to go back to the beginning, really. The original plan, the original purpose in the mind and heart of God for the creation of the soul was set forth in the creation, in the original plan. [It was] indicated in one place in the readings [as] ‘stamped on every soul,’ [and] is the image of the Christ Consciousness, which was given by God and only needs to be awakened by our wills, in application. The will was given to Man as part of God’s original creation: The Divine Mind, the Divine Spirit, and the Divine Will, [and] is a part of God that makes up the soul as it was created.

‘Now [we] have the forces that relate to God’s purpose for man in creation. . . . As [humans] souls began to express them- selves in different planes of consciousness by creating thought forms. (The readings clearly define ‘thought patterns’ as ‘being’ LIKE what God had created.) [Hugh Lynn Cayce] saw what God created, and with their creative minds, created a form LIKE that, [and] as they created the thought forms, they became involved in them. A similar experience, we might say that humans reached into a barb, which is a kind of cold tar that is hard to move and hard to control. Humans tried to shape an image with their hands, however we got caught. We got stuck in the tar barrel and were trapped there by what we created. We won’t turn loose of it and we can’t pull it out . . . . The thought forms we became involved with and ensnared in hardened and they trapped a part of the soul energy in the earth. I think we can find readings that indicate that this ‘trapping’ took place—that part of the soul was caught in what it created as matter.